MYM VS STAC
10/U DUAL MEET

Hosted by Madison YMCA at Drew University
10/09/16

Warm-Up 11:00 AM – Meet Start 11:45 AM

Purpose
The purpose of this meet is to afford athletes an opportunity to get some times to start off the season

Facility:
Drew University has an 8 – lane pool with non-turbulent lane lines and Colorado timing system. There is a an observation deck for parents. Athletes can bring chairs for the pool deck. There will be no warm/up warm/down pool available. If time allows there will be short warm up breaks.

Eligibility
Swimmers can swim a maximum of three individual events per session. This is a closed competition.

Format
All events will be run as timed finals.

Entry Fees
There are no entry fees but there will be a $10 per athlete facility fee

Timers:
Participating teams will be asked to provide up to 8 timers per team.

Officiating:
We ask that each team supply 2 or more certified Officials

Entries:
Meet entries must be e-mailed to Jon Siegel at JSIEGEL@MADSIONYMCA.ORG as soon as possible so we can create a timeline and make any necessary adjustments.

Meet management reserves the right to limit entries or change format. If overcrowding or length of meet becomes an issue teams will be asked to reduce the number of athletes attending. If timeline becomes an issue teams will be asked to reduce the number of events per athlete.

Questions: Contact Jon Siegel at 973-822-9633 or JSIEGEL@MADSIONYMCA.ORG